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1 INTRODUCTION
Background
1.1.1 The Bean Triangle
The Bean Triangle is an area of land at the southern edge of
‘Ebbsfleet Urban Regeneration Area’. Within it lies a small
number of residential properties, a number of business
premises, horse paddocks and woodland (some of it
designated as Ancient Woodland). It lies within the parish of
Bean
Beyond its boundaries lie: the emerging Eastern Quarry
development to the immediate north; the village of Bean,
nestled amongst areas of woodland, orchard and mixed
farmland to the south; and the expanding infrastructure of the
Thames Gateway area and the Garden City to the east and
west. The Triangle is bounded by the A2 to the south, A296
Watling Street to the north, and B255 Bean Lane to the west.
Three major powerlines through the area. One along the A296,
one along the south of the Triangle, and one to the south of the
A2. Consequently, the area suffers from a strong sense of
isolation and severance from its neighbours, and displays a
lack of identity.

of the Green Belt is set out in the Dartford Borough Plan and there
are no proposals by the Borough Council to change the Green
Belt status of the land or to give the Corporation plan making
powers. There are, however, a number of established commercial
uses which impact adversely on the condition and appearance of
the area. The inclusion of the area within the boundary of the
Development Corporation would allow it to develop a
comprehensive strategy for the land which could better help
secure the long-term protection and stewardship of the Green Belt
and ancient woodland, and improve the environmental quality of
this important gateway site for the benefit of the local residents.”

As such, EDC wish to explore the opportunities that exist to
enhance the Bean Triangle as an important gateway to the
Garden City area, and to develop ideas that maximise its
potential as a green infrastructure asset for the emerging
settlement – providing an important physical link between town
and country, and by creating an attractive, sustainable, and
resilient place – in so developing a Bean Triangle
Environmental Improvement Strategy (the Strategy).

In December 2014 the Department for Communities and Local
Government’s analysis of responses to a Consultation on
setting up Ebbsfleet Development Corporation (ED) said: “It was suggested by local residents that the proposed boundary
of the Development Corporation should be revised to exclude the
land between the A296 (Watling Street / Roman Road) and the A2
(T), known as the Bean Triangle. This area is designated as
Green Belt and also contains areas of ancient woodland. Although
separated from Eastern Quarry by a major link road, the Bean
Triangle will form an important and prominent gateway to the
Development Corporation’s area. Including or excluding this area
from the Corporation’s boundary will not affect the status or
protection of the Green Belt or the ancient woodland. The extent
1

BEAN
TRIANGLE
Figure 1.1.1-1 Location
of Bean Triangle Area
with EDC boundary
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1.1.2 Ebbsfleet Development Corporation
The Ebbsfleet Development Corporation (EDC) was created to
bring forward a new Garden City of up to 15,000 new homes at
Ebbsfleet, Kent. The key objective is to ‘secure the
regeneration of its area’ through:
• Bringing land and buildings into effective use;
• Encouraging the development of existing and new industry
and commerce;
• Creating an attractive environment; and
• Ensuring that housing and social facilities are available to
encourage people to live and work in the area.

1.1.3 Implementation Framework
EDC published an Ebbsfleet Implementation Framework in
2017 (the Framework) which set out the broad aspirations for
the Garden City Area in which the Bean Triangle is located.
The document is to be used to inform, shape and support its
delivery work, and is a ‘statement of ambition and not a
statutory plan’.
The framework also recognises that ‘Investment in
infrastructure and placemaking for Ebbsfleet will have an
impact on a much larger area beyond the statutory redline
boundary. … EDC will work to ensure benefits will flow into the
neighbouring communities of …Bean, …’
The Framework highlights the ‘Delivery Themes’, ‘Objectives’,
and ‘Key Performance Indicators’ by which EDC shall structure
the area’s planning and design. Those relevant to the
development of the Strategy are set out below.

2
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Figure 1.1.3-1 Table of
EDC Themes,
Objectives and KPIs
taken from the
Implementation
Framework 2017

Theme

Enterprising
Economy

Connected
People and
Places

Healthy
Environment

A Civic
Community

Resilient &
Sustainable
Systems

Objectives

Facilitate the
establishment and
growth of new and
existing businesses
providing a mix of
sustainable jobs
accessible to local
people that puts
Ebbsfleet on the map
as a successful
business location.

Create and improve
safe, integrated and
accessible transport
systems, with
walking, cycling and
public transport
systems designed to
be the most attractive
form of local
transport.

Exploit the best of
Ebbsfleet’s blue and
green natural assets to
open up landscape and
public realm which will
encourage active
lifestyles and help to
establish Ebbsfleet as a
premier destination for
recreation and leisure
in Kent.

Optimise the quality of
life for local people
through the provision of
accessible social
infrastructure; cultural,
community, education,
recreational, within
healthy, well-connected
neighbourhoods.

Develop a ‘Garden
Grid’ to enhance the
sustainability and
resilience of Ebbsfleet
by improving air quality
and management of the
urban water cycle

Key
Performance
Indicators

3

Promote legible
networks across
Ebbsfleet, from the
River Thames to the
green belt and from
Dartford to
Gravesend in order to
help people to
connect with each
other and between
the new and existing
communities

Modal shift toward
sustainable forms of
transport or movement
within the city (from a
2016 base).

Celebrate Ebbsfleet’s
cliffs, lakes, waterways,
industrial heritage and
archaeological assets
to create a unique
environment which
enhances ecological
and biodiversity value
and creates a
stimulating environment
which supports positive
mental health.

Protect, reflect and
celebrate the rich
heritage of Ebbsfleet’s
communities through
the design of the public
spaces, buildings and
cultural life to enhance
Ebbsfleet as a
distinctive place to live
where new and existing
communities live in
harmony and are
encouraged to
contribute to civic life

Net gain in accessible
open space, public
realm and recreation
areas completed

Improved rates of
resident satisfaction
with living and working
in Ebbsfleet

Net improvements to
air quality and
sustainable urban
drainage
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1.1.4 Eastern Quarry
The closest part of Ebbsfleet Garden City to the Bean Triangle
is the Eastern Quarry development area. It will deliver up to
6250 new homes, 120,000m2 of office space and 26,000m2 of
retail provision.
Within 800m walk of the Bean Triangle (and the northern edge
of Bean village) will be two local centres containing community
facilities such as primary schools, public open space, play
areas, local retail facilities and a community centre.
One of the FastTrack bus routes, and the planned network of
cycle and footpaths will be also be within 800m walk.
These emerging community-building assets provide those that
live and work on Bean Triangle, and within Bean village, with
opportunities for access to new facilities and improved foot and
cycle linkages.
The reciprocal presence of the Bean Triangle within 800m of
the south-western end of the Eastern Quarry development
provides the opportunity to form part of the link for new
communities to access the rural area.

Figure 1.1.4-1 Extract from Ebbsfleet
Implementation Framework, 2017: ‘Centres
& Social Infrastructure’

Figure 1.1.4-2 Extract from Ebbsfleet
Implementation Framework, 2017: ‘Public
Transport Orientated Development’
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The Framework highlights the importance of the Bean
Triangle’s position amongst the Eastern Quarry’s portion of
‘Garden Grid’. This includes:
• its value as part of the Metropolitan Green Belt;
• the valued areas of natural landscape (woodland)
it contains;
• its location at the south western gateway to the
city
• the areas of key natural habitat it borders; and
its location at the settlement’s transition between the urban
and rural.

1.1.5 The Role of Ebbsfleet Development
Corporation with the Bean Triangle Strategy
The Framework highlights that EDC has four delivery “levers”
available to it:
• Planning
• Investment
• Direct Development and
• Influence
Each of these could be used to shape and help deliver the
Strategy.
5

Figure 1.1.4-3 Extract from
Ebbsfleet Implementation
Framework, 2017: ‘The
Garden Grid’
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1.1.6 A2 Bean to Ebbsfleet Junction
Improvement Scheme
Highways England (HE) are currently preparing the preliminary
design for capacity improvement works to the Bean and
Ebbsfleet junctions of the A2. HE will be seeking planning
consent for scheme under the Highways Act 1980 rather than
through the Development Consent Order (DCO) process. They
plan to Publish Orders under the Highways Act along with the
Environmental Statement and the Consultation Report in the
winter of 2018/19. They plan to undergo the planning process
through 2019, with an anticipated construction start in 2020,
should planning consent be granted, and then open the
scheme for traffic in 2022/23
The aim of the work is to upgrade the capacity of the junctions
and encourage their use instead of surrounding roads as
means to access the A2. The need for the scheme has partly
arisen in response to the existing and planned increase in
housing growth and employment emerging from the Ebbsfleet
Garden City and other areas in the vicinity. As such EDC are
contributing to the capital cost of the scheme along with other
developer contributions.
The scheme objectives (developed in conjunction with the
Department for Transport and the surrounding local authorities,
including EDC) as set out in the HE A2B-EJI ‘Statutory Public
Consultation- 21st February – 4th April 2018’ document are to:
• support economic and housing growth in north Kent,
including Ebbsfleet Garden City;
• increase capacity of the junctions and minimise the impact
on the A2; improve journey times; and improve road safety;
minimise impact on the environment;
• provide value for money.
Work includes a replacement Hope Cottages Bridge, a second
bridge between Hope Cottages and Ightham Cottages, a new
Ightham Cottages roundabout, and changes to the Watling
Street roundabout.
6

EDC are also keen that the works associated with the Bean
junction conserve, and where possible enhance, the amenity
of:
• those living and working upon and around the Bean
Triangle,
• pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders travelling through and
past the Triangle
• all users travelling past the Bean Triangle.
In order to assist this process EDC and Arcadis have been
engaging with HE to develop their designs so that they
accommodate as many of these aims, as reasonably as
possible, into their planning process. HE Officers have stated
that HE welcomes the opportunity to jointly develop
environmental improvements in and around the triangle.
EDC have also met with local residents and businesses to
discuss the report in outline. This consultation will be
expanded during the subsequent stages of the project.
Figure 1.1.6-1 Extract from Highways England – A2B-EJI –
Statutory Public Consultation – 21st February to 4th April 2018
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Components of the A2B-EJI Scheme
The key components of the A2B-EJI that have an influence
upon EDC’s aims, as listed above, for this project are:
1. the accessibility of the expanded crossing over the A2
between Hope Cottages and the Ightham Cottages
roundabout for pedestrians and cyclists;
2. the accessibility of the Ightham Cottages roundabout, for
pedestrians and cyclists;
3. the design of the Ightham Cottages roundabout in terms of
its potential visual influence and place-making potential as
a gateway to the Ebbsfleet Garden City;
4. the accessibility of the B255, from the Ightham Cottages
roundabout to A296, for pedestrians, cyclists and users of
the existing bus stops upon it;

5. the accessibility of the Watling Street roundabout at the
junction of B255 and A296, and its northern slip road for
pedestrians and cyclists (in particular those using National
Cycle Network Route no.1);
6. associated works to the A296, between this roundabout and
the convergence with the eastbound A2, to improve
accessibility across it for pedestrians and cyclists, and to
improve the identity of the Bean Triangle;
7. works to the current embankments and cuttings along the
A2 past the Bean Triangle;
8. location and design of the A2B-EJI construction compound,
and its reinstatement upon completion of the works.
In order to align with the local
nomenclature the following names
for the roundabouts around the edge
of the Bean Triangle has been used
in this report:

5
8

4

2

Hope Cottages Roundabout = Bean
Junction South Roundabout;

6

Ightham Cottages Roundabout =
Bean Junction North Roundabout;

3
1

Watling Street Roundabout = A296
– B255 Roundabout

7
Figure 1.1.6-2 Extract from
Highways England – A2B-EJI –
Statutory Public Consultation –
21st February to 4th April 2018
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Project Aims & Objectives
1.2.1 Project Aims
The aims of the Strategy are to:

This will be achieved by:

• assist in the planning for a higher quality and healthier
environment for the Bean Triangle, offering improved links
for pedestrians and cyclists, reducing severance, and
providing an attractive gateway to the Garden City;

• identifying the key environmental assets, sensitivities and
weaknesses of the Bean Triangle and its surrounds;

• assist in identifying and creating a plan to address areas for
improvement, underused or stalled sites and to secure an
improved juxtaposition of infrastructure, housing and
commercial uses;
• consider in particular the impact of the proposed A2B-EJI
scheme upon the Bean Triangle and identify opportunities
for maximising on the positive environmental benefits it
could provide, such as improvements to infrastructure for
pedestrian and cyclists;
• consider the impact of the informal lorry parking along the
A296;
• consider the Triangle’s interaction with the large housing
led development occurring at Eastern Quarry and develop
ideas to maximise benefits and connectivity from this for
Triangle residents and businesses, particularly in relation to
connectivity;
• suggest potential for improvements as a result of changes
to the A2 junctions; and
• use landscape design to create an attractive gateway to the
Garden City and respond to the emerging Landscape
Design Strategy.

8

• developing a clear vision for conserving, reinforcing, and
restoring these assets, or, if necessary, creating new ones,
and for addressing perceived weaknesses;
• identifying a wide range of short, medium and long-term
multi-beneficial interventions that could help achieve this
vision;
• considering the appropriateness of these interventions to
the aims of the vision and the core themes of the EDC 2017
Implementation Framework and its key performance
indicators;
• testing whether interventions are considered generally
achievable, cost effective, and would align with available
funding sources; and
• engaging with key community, authority and statutory
stakeholders upon the long list of interventions.
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Consultation
1.3.1 Summary of Consultation Undertaken
During the course of the project key authority-level
stakeholders have been engaged and consulted with. These
include officers from EDC, Kent County Council (KCC),
Dartford Borough Council (DBC) and Highways England,
forming a Collaboration Group.
As potential owners of the interventions proposed within this
report, their views upon the feasibility, appropriateness,
funding sources, and responsibility for maintenance of each
has been discussed with them. A number of workshops have
been held with them:
• 27th March 2018 EDC, KCC, HE, DBC. Matters discussed:
the objectives for the Strategy; the parameters of the A2BEJI scheme and other current programmes underway;
areas of authority responsibility, and initial ideas for
inclusion in the list of Strategy interventions.
• 16th May 2018 The project team attended the workshop
facilitated, on behalf of Highways England, to discuss the
provision for ‘non-motorised users’ (pedestrians, cyclists
and horse riders) within the A2B-EJI scheme.
• 23rd May 2018, workshop with EDC, KCC, HE, DBC:
Matters discussed: the appropriateness, feasibility,
ownership and on-going management responsibility for
each intervention included within the provisional list.
• 16th August 2018, workshop with EDC, KCC, HE, DBC.
• 15th November 2018 Meeting with Bean Residents
Association.
• 21st November 2018, email correspondence with the
Dartford & Gravesham Cycling Group.
EDC have also met with local residents and businesses to
discuss the strategy. This consultation will be expanded during
the subsequent feasibility work and further stages of the
project.
9

Bean Residents Association
Dartford & Gravesham
Cycling Group
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Overall Vision
In order to propagate stakeholder support for improvements to
the Bean Triangle, and an ongoing commitment to assisting in
their delivery and maintenance (where necessary), a clear and
strong ‘vision’ for the place, that aligns with their own strategic
objectives is required.
Based upon an initial understanding of the site and the part it
plays in the emerging Ebbsfleet Garden City, this ‘vision’ can
be split into four main themes: Identity, Connectivity,
Community, and Sustainability:

•

maximise the opportunities that exist from the A2B-EJI
works, particularly given the potentially reduced traffic
levels on Watling Street which the scheme may bring;

•

maximise the opportunities that exist due to the
ongoing development of the Eastern Quarry area to
promote better connectivity;

•

maintain and improve the public transport accessibility
of the area;

IDENTITY develops proposals that:
•

create a stronger identity to the Bean Triangle that is
easily discernible from adjoining areas, whilst having
resonance with the character and heritage of the rural
landscape, and emerging townscape surrounding it;

•

help the adjoining existing and emerging communities
feel a stronger connection with, and ownership of the
place;

•

repair areas of poor visual quality, and protect the
aims of the Green Belt that the Bean Triangle
contributes to;

•

have support from, and help build consensus between
existing and emerging communities as the Strategy
develops;

•

create a sense of arrival at the edge of the Ebbsfleet
Garden City for visitors, that provides the existing and
emerging communities with a sense of ‘knowing
they’re home’.

•

encourage the viability of existing and possible future
businesses, and ensure land and buildings are used
effectively and efficiently.

CONNECTIVITY develops proposals that:

10

COMMUNITY develops proposals that:

•

improve the sense of severance and disconnection
experienced within the existing Bean Triangle;

•

encourage a greater number of journeys by cyclists,
pedestrians and horse riders through, past and around
the Bean Triangle, providing linkages between the
emerging Garden City, Bean village and the area of
rural Dartford;

SUSTAINABILITY develops proposals that:
•

develop the resilience of the land to cope with
environmental stresses, such as air and noise
pollution, surface water run-off;

•

provide the existing and emerging communities with
access to nature, and to more areas/routes for
informal recreation, to improve health and wellbeing;

•

protect valued habitats.
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2 THE SITE AND ITS SURROUNDS
General Approach
The preparation of this Strategy has involved the collection of
desk-top baseline data across the topics of Land Use and
Ownership, Planning, Landscape & (emerging) Townscape
Character, Movement & Transport, Air Quality, Cultural
Heritage, Biodiversity, Noise and Drainage.
Initial consultation has taken place with an agreed number of
stakeholders, and analysis of the information gathered has
been used to determine the assets, strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities of the Bean Triangle and its surrounds.

Figure 2.1-1 Extract from Bing
Maps – Oblique Aerial
Photography (circa 2007)
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Land Use & Ownership
In order to gauge the feasibility of possible interventions upon
the Bean Triangle it is vital to have an understanding of the
current land uses and ownerships, and to be aware of existing
restrictions upon the site area.

Baseline Information
• The title deeds for the majority of the landholdings have
been collected;
• A visual survey from publicly accessible areas, in spring
2018 was carried out (but access to private property at this
stage has not been pursued) ; and
• Feedback from stakeholders was been gathered and has
been incorporated.
The Bean Triangle comprises:
• a small number of residential properties, notably Ightham
Cottages, Brickfield, Oakwood, Watling House, Thrift
Cottage, the Thrift Bungalow, The Bungalow, Merry Chest
Cottage (flats 1 & 2), Merry Chest Café flat, and Woodbine
Cottage, Oakdene House, The Gatehouse, ;
• a small number of businesses premises, and parking areas
serving these:

12

-

The Merry Chest Café (who also operate a parcel
collection service from the unmade car parking area in
front of the café)

-

J&D Pallet Services

-

Forestrall Timber & Fencing Merchants

-

Albus Environmental (Clinical Waste Disposal) and
storage

-

Former GPO Repeater House occupied by - Sprint
Office Supplies, ESP Studios, - Optiloupe Ltd

-

Sprit Wholesale Storage,

-

numerous vehicle servicing business in and around
Watling House, and to the rear of the old Watling Street

service station. These include A2 (Self) Storage, Shine
Time Car Wash/valeting, tyre replacements, and car
wash businesses.
• the stables and paddocks of the Spirits Rest Horse
Sanctuary;
• car parking for users of the Kingsferry commuter coach
service to London;
• areas of woodland (some of which is designated as Ancient
Woodland); and
• high voltage overhead electricity pylons and cables run
along part of the Bean Triangles’ southern and northern
edges.
To the west of the Triangle is B255 Bean Lane.
To the north of the Bean Triangle is the emerging Eastern
Quarry development. Between this and the Triangle is the
A296 Watling Street. Its northern verge is particularly wide,
and currently contains a broad grass strip, and an
unsegregated cycle and pedestrian path. The cycle path is part
of the National Cycle Network Route No.1 (NCN-R1).
The eastern stretch of the A296 past the Bean Triangle also
contains a layby of approximately 350m in length. It appears to
be predominately used for overnight lorry parking (with
30no.spaces according to Department of Transport - Lorry
Parking Baseline Report, 2009), and parking for the local
businesses. The layby also has become an area for fly tipping.
To the south of the Bean Triangle, beyond the A2, is the Thrift
– an area of Ancient Woodland coppice (that joined with that
upon the Bean Triangle prior to the construction of A2(T), and
beyond this the village of Bean.
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Strengths, Assets and Sensitivities

Opportunities

The land within the Bean Triangle is controlled by a relatively
small number of landowners

The responsibility of the wide verge to the north of edge of the
Bean Triangle by KCC (to the west of Sandy Lane) and
Highways England (to the east of Sandy Lane), and the
ownership a significant plot within the centre of the site by
DBC, however means that proposed interventions on these are
more likely - if they accord with the authorities’ remit and their
capital and maintenance budgets.

Apart from the individual owned residential properties at
Ightham Cottages, Merry Chest Cottage and, Woodbine
Cottage, and the individually owned business premises of Forestrall Timber & Fencing Merchants, the majority of the
area is under the ownership of WT Investments. Dartford
Borough Council own the land occupied by the Spirits Rest
Horse Sanctuary.
In addition to the carriageways of the A2, A296 and B255,
Highways England own a 12-20m band around the edge of the
Bean Triangle (from the rear edge of the road kerb). This
includes the wooded and grassed verges to the A296,
immediately north of Bean Triangle, the vegetated cutting and
embankments to the immediate south, and the existing
highways attenuation / infiltration pond. The sections of this
area not associated with the A2 are managed by Kent County
Council – being the local highway authority.

Promotion of the Merry Chest café to the emerging customer
base within the Eastern Quarry residential area, as part of
recreational journeys accessing the countryside to the south of
the Ebbsfleet Garden City area.
The other business premises along A296 Watling Street within
the Bean Triangle would also benefit from enhanced frontages.
A scheme could be developed that assists this, and at the
same time improves the visual quality and identity of the area.
This ties in with HE aspirations whereby HE Officers have
stated that they would seek to minimise disruption to the local
businesses on A296 Watling St where possible.

Weaknesses
The private landownership of much of the Bean Triangle
means that undertaking environmental interventions upon
these may require complicated and time-consuming
agreements. There may also be objection to certain
interventions if they affect the amenity of residential property or
the commercial activity of the current businesses.
The presence of the overhead high voltage electricity pylons
and cables limits certain land uses along the southern edge of
the Bean Triangle.

13

Figure 2.2-1 Woodbine Cottage
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Planning
In order to gauge the feasibility of possible interventions upon
the Bean Triangle it is vital to have an understanding of the
current planning controls upon the site area.

Baseline Information

Strengths, Assets, &
Sensitivities
•

Part of the Ebbsfleet Urban
Regeneration Area – the
statutory designated area in
which EDC determines
planning applications.

•

DBC retains responsibility for
plan-making

•

Part of the Metropolitan
Green Belt.

•

Contains areas of ‘Borough
Open Space’ which is (whilst
not currently accessible to the
public) protected from nonpublic amenity related
development.

•

Contains areas of Ancient
Woodland (not currently
accessible to the public).

•

Part of an Air Quality
Management Area,
surrounding the Ightham
Cottages Roundabout.

•

Adjacent Biodiversity
Opportunity Areas.

•

Area of archaeological
potential.

•

Within Groundwater
Protection Zones (part being
in Zone 1, and the remainder
Zone 2).

• current planning context of the site (particularity related to
its Green belt status) and its surrounds;
• the planning history and current use class of individual plots
within this area (taking into account the extant consents/
existing permissions for each);
• emerging local and national planning policy of the site and
its immediate surrounds.
Figure 2.3.1 Extract from DBC Policies Map, 2017
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Weaknesses
•

Whether some of the current
land uses and development
on the site are unlawful in
planning terms remains
unclear.

Opportunities
•

The Eastern Quarry
development planning
agreement provides means
for the developer to pay for
the construction of a
signalised pedestrian
crossing over A296 and a link
to Sandy Lane at its junction
with A296.

•

Take the opportunity to clarify
to local businesses the
planning restrictions that are
in force on their land.
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Dartford Borough Council Core Strategy Local Plan 2011
highlights the key parts of the Green Grid that cross through
and past the Bean Triangle from the emerging ‘Strategic Site’
of the Eastern Quarry:
Figure 2.3-2 Extract from Dartford Borough
Council Core Strategy Local Plan 2011

DBC define their Green-Grid as ‘a strategic network of multipurpose, attractive public open spaces consisting of green
corridors, rivers, lakes and landscapes linked via a series of
urban and countryside footpaths, Public Rights of Way,
cyclepaths and roads, and designed to connect the main open
areas within the urban area (Page 69, Core Strategy 2011)’

Further Work
• Engagement with planning officers in Ebbsfleet, and
Dartford to ascertain precise planning status of certain
landownerships;
• Discussion with landowners regarding permissible activities
upon their land, including regularisation of unlawful uses.
15

Further Baseline Data
The preparation of this Strategy has also involved the collection
of desk-top baseline data for Landscape/ (emerging)
Townscape Character, Movement, Biodiversity, Hydrology
and Drainage, Cultural Heritage, Air Quality, and Noise.
Further details are contained in Appendix A.
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3 STRATEGIC VISION

the A2, A296 and B255 through improved crossings and traffic
management and by improving the physical amenity and
upkeep of paths, foot/ cycleways;

Having identified the key assets, sensitivities, constraints and
opportunities for the range of relevant environmental topics
concerning the Bean Triangle, a Strategic Vision to underpin
a series of proposed interventions, arising from these, can be
set. This is based around the principles of Conserve, Restore,
Reinforce, Repair and Create, and the themes of:

• reinforce and create routes for pedestrians, cyclists and horseriders through, past and around the Triangle, and onto
recreational, retail, and community destinations beyond, by
improved physical measures, signage, and education;

IDENTITY

COMMUNITY

• reinforce and restore the underlying local character of the
Bean Triangle through the promotion of rural Kentish
vernacular materials in the planning and construction of
development works;
• use landform, tree planting and waymarking to assist in
creating easily identifiable gateway/ entrance features that
reinforce the Bean Triangle’s prominent position at the
boundary between the emerging Garden City and the Kent
countryside beyond;
• repair the visual damage, and ambivalence, to the area,
caused by the unchecked lorry parking along the A296, fly
tipping, and major road and power infrastructure, using
physical measures and improved management;
• Take opportunities to reinforce key aspects of the
underlying cultural heritage that have shaped this area, e.g.
the formation of the ridge-top trackway/ Roman road
(Watling Street), the quarrying of chalk and brick earth, and
the agriculture of fruit growing and coppicing;
• ensure interventions help to conserve and reinforce the
aims of the Green Belt that the Bean Triangle forms part of
– in terms of preventing the unrestricted sprawl of built-up
areas, preventing coalessence between settlements,
preserving areas of land without development, and
safeguarding the countryside from encroachment.
CONNECTIVITY
• repair the sense of disconnection experienced upon the Bean
Triangle, caused by its severance from surrounding areas by
16

• conserve and reinforce the bus access through the area.
• plan interventions that create a consensus with, and between,
the existing community of: local residents, existing businesses,
statutory authorities and land/ infrastructure developers;
• reinforce the economic viability of local businesses by planning
interventions that support their ability to attract a greater
number and broader range of customers, and which continue to
allow for the logistical aspect of deliveries and premises
maintenance.
SUSTAINABILITY
• create routes that assist the existing and emerging
communities in accessing the nature and the countryside to the
south of the Bean Triangle, the country/ recreational parks
along the A2, and the emerging planned public open spaces
within Ebbsfleet Garden City;
• plan interventions that help repair the poor air quality and noise
pollution experienced in some areas of the Bean Triangle,
through the choice of appropriate tree species and design of
boundary features;
• conserve the fragile habitat of the two areas of Ancient
Woodland within the Bean Triangle through measures that
support landowners’ ability to undertake improvement and
management works;
• encourage the use of Sustainable Urban Drainage features
within all developments to help repair the infiltration of surface
water, and restore the existing ground water Source Protection
Zone.
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4 PROPOSED INTERVENTIONS
General Approach
4.1.1 Intervention Detail

4.1.2 Funding

For each identified intervention the following are provided:

Items for inclusion within the A2B-EJI Scheme:

• a unique identifying code, and a description of the physical
works required to deliver the intervention;

The components of the A2B-EJI scheme listed on page 6 of
this report are all aspects that form part of the traditional focus
of road investment projects. In addition, they also meet the
objectives set out in HE document: ‘Statutory Public
Consultation- 21st February – 4th April 2018’.

• the stakeholder whose work most closely relates to the
intervention, and subsequently who would be expected to
deliver it;
• other stakeholders, who are likely to have an interest in the
delivery, detail, or ongoing management/ maintenance of
the intervention due to landownership, statutory authority or
being a key user group;
• the appropriateness of the intervention to the strategic
vision for the Bean Triangle;
• the likely range of capital costs for delivering the
intervention, and the possible sources for the funding of this
(such as S106 monies, growth funds etc.), and for the cost
of ongoing management/ maintenance of the intervention;
• the likely ‘next-steps’ necessary for its delivery;
• a map showing the intervention’s location, and
• graphic representations of its possible form and nature.
The table in Appendix B, in addition to the information
described above, provides a breakdown of each intervention in
terms of: their relative deliverability (in the short, medium or
long term); related/ dependant interventions; pros and cons
related to their delivery; their relative feasibility (that can be
determined at this stage without access to detailed data such
as land ownership details or utilities information; further related
work that may need to be undertaken by EDC; and the
consultation undertaken in respect of each intervention.
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As such the design interventions associated with these, which
are identified later in this Strategy, are items that, reasonably
EDC consider should be included within the A2B-EJI scheme
and funded and delivered directly by the Department for
Transport (DfT) through HE.
Other design interventions identified in this Strategy, that are
not reasonably aligned with the objectives of the A2B-EJI
scheme, would need to be funded by other sources. These
include:
• direct funding by EDC;
• the DfT / HE ‘Designated Funds’ stream;
partnership funding by other authorities such as
• Kent County Council’s Highway and Public Rights of Way
Improvement Schemes;
• Dartford Borough Council’s Strategic Access
Management & Monitoring Strategy Contributions;
Community Infrastructure Levy or Local Growth Fund;
or
• Direct funding by developers, as part of their planning
permissions.
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4.1.3 Items for inclusion in ‘Designated Funds’
The DfT has allocated and ringfenced a series of funds to allow
HE to deliver further works that fall outside the traditional focus of
road investment projects. The objective for these ‘Designated
Funds’ (DF) is to provide HE with the ability to retrofit measures
to improve the existing road network, as well as to maximise the
opportunities offered by new road schemes to deliver additional
improvements at the same time.
The current themes under which the DF can be spent are:
‘Environment’, ‘Cycling, Safety & Integration’, ‘Air Quality’,
‘Innovation’ and ‘Growth and Housing’. In total, for all themes,
these funds are worth £900m over the current six year spending
period covering 2015 – 2021. HE indicated, at the NMU
workshop held on May 23rd 2018, that the themes of
‘Environment’, ‘Cycle, Safety & Integration’ and ‘Air Quality
Innovation’ currently had surplus unspent monies.
One of the key objectives of the DF is to maximise opportunities
for joint funding and/or partnership working, and HE are therefore
encouraging third parties, such as EDC, to work with them to
develop projects. With regards to EDC’s existing financial interest
into the A2B-EJI scheme HE’s guidance documents on the
Environment DF states that: ‘Projects developed through any
existing relationships with our regional teams or existing
partnership arrangements would still be appraised in the same
way’.
The process by which the DF can be secured is set out in the
adjacent table. Projects will predominantly be led by Highways
England with input from partner organisations. HE will be the
primary deliverer of the majority of projects, but some successful
schemes will be offered as a grant to partner organisations. HE is
particularly keen to develop Partnership Projects where in
addition to funding being provided, they would expect that there
is some funding or benefit provided by a partner third party to
deliver mutual, greater or improved outcomes. This could include
part-funding of the project or, for example, the provision of labour,
expertise or land to complete the project.
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HE confirmed in August 2018 that, arising from the stakeholder
engagement process for this Bean Environmental Improvement
Strategy (EIS) and the A2B-EJI scheme, a successful DF bid
was made for a suite of improvement projects in the Bean
Triangle area, resulting in the award of £163k of feasibility
funds. Further funds will be required for detailed design and
construction, and long-term maintenance funding will need to
be identified. The DF award includes interventions separate
from those contained in this Bean Triangle EIS, but where a DF
intervention is covered in this EIS then this has been noted in
the following sections. HE Officers also stated that during the
development of the Atkins-led feasibility study into the 8 NMU
improvements covered by the DF award, details of the
proposed improvements will be assessed on a case by case
basis and a plan developed to identify how best to deliver the
improvements. Further work is also required to confirm the
suitability of routes for horse riders and the interconnectivity of
the non-motorised users (NMU) routes proposed. To date, HE
have successfully bid for feasibility £163k of funds for some of
their projects outlined in this EIS.

Identification:

•
•

Stakeholder Partnership Proposal Form submitted, or
HE proposes a scheme directly

•
•
•
•
•

Proposal sifted by HE for appropriateness, deliverability and value for money
using Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA) framework
Qualitative appraisal undertaken by HE (Scheme Appraisal Report)
Project assigned to a dedicated Project Manager
Preliminary design prepared, initial costing undertaken
Business Case & Assessment Forms Completed

•

Approval sought from HE Designated Funds Investment Decision Committee

•

Grant awarded to stakeholder to implement, or Direct implementation by HE

Appraisal

Approval:
Delivery:
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4.1.4 Intervention Timing

4.1.5 Intervention Grouping

For each Intervention a likely timescale for its delivery is
provided:

The interventions for the environmental improvement of the
Bean Triangle that have been identified, and whose inclusion
within the Strategy has been agreed with stakeholders are set
out within the following pages.

• Short-term: those that can be implemented immediately

(such as intervention BS1 - improvements to the frontages
to businesses along Watling Street), and are without any
significant constraint or dependency upon other
interventions of other works.

They have been arranged into geographical areas as follows:
1) A296 Improvements;
2) B255 Bean Lane (from Hope Cottages to A296)
Improvements; and

• Medium-term: those that are without any significant

constraint but which are dependent upon the completion of
other interventions, and/or other works taking place first
(such as PC2 – creation of shared cycle/pedestrian path
along the south side of Watling Street, which is dependent
upon the construction of the signalised crossing at the
entrance to the Eastern Quarry),

3) Sandy Lane Improvements.
For each intervention, an indication of ownership and funding
mechanism has also been provided, based on the following:
1) Interventions which require works for direct inclusion
by HE in the A2B-EJI scheme;

or…

2) Interventions related to the A2B-EJI scheme, which
have already received approval for or could form part
of a further application for a HE Designated Funds
Partnership project;

those that are likely to be included and implemented in the
A2B-EJI scheme - which was provisionally programmed for
completion in 2023, or could be included within a
Designated Funds application, that need to be
implemented by April 2020 (to be with the current Road
Funding Period).

• Long-term: those that are dependent upon the completion

of other interventions, and/or other works taking place first,
and which display a significant degree of constraint (such
as LP3 – removal of the lorry parking along the A296
Watling Street, which requires reallocation of the parking
area to another site first).
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3) Interventions which require works to be completed by
other partner organisations; and
4) Interventions that should be led by EDC itself.
.
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4.1.6 A296 Improvements
A number of interventions have been identified for the A296
corridor. These are shown in graphical form below and are
summarised on the following pages.

PC8

Eastern Quarry development

LI1/4
PC10
PC13

PC1
PT2
HI2

PC2

A2 North
Roundabout

LI6
LP1
BS1

The Thrift
Swanscombe
Cutting
Footbridge

Hope Cottages

Bean village
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LI1/4 Appropriate design of the A2BEJI related
embankments, cuttings, retaining structures,
and boundary treatments
Description
The A2B-EJI will create a number of cuttings, embankments,
retaining structures and new boundary features around the
proposed highway alterations / additions.

Intervention Owner
Highways England: as part of
A2B-EJI, as mitigation for works

Other Key Stakeholders
KCC- as Highway Authority;
Adjacent Landowners

The design of these (including the choice of vegetation type
and species, and structural / fencing material) has the potential
to help create a better sense of place for the works and the
Bean Triangle as a whole, and therefore integrate the scheme
better into its setting.
This can be potentially achieved by, for example: leaving chalk
faces to cuttings; using soft engineered embankments; using
specific locally sourced timber for fencing. The Kent Design
Guide can also be used help the determine appropriate local
vernacular materials.
In addition, native tree and hedge planting should be used to
maximise the opportunities for trapping air pollution
particulates.
EDC seek greater involvement in the design of these aspects
of the A2B-EJI scheme.

Figure LI1/4-1: Examples of
treatments that are
appropriate to the landscape
of the Bean Triangle – cleft
chestnut rail fencing,
chalkland grass/wildflower
meadow, exposed chalk
slopes, sweet chestnut
woodland, native hedgerow

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision
This reflects the objectives to visually improve the environment
of the Bean Triangle for vehicular, cycle and pedestrian users
of the A296, B255, Sandy Lane and A2, and reinforce the
rural-edge identity of the place, whilst reducing the landscape
impact of the works as a whole.
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Next Steps

- Further engagement with HE during the
detailed design of the A2B-EJI scheme
regarding their proposals for embankments
and cuttings, their choices of vegetation type
and species and boundary treatment design,
potentially through the preparation of a EDC
‘Design Guide’
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LP1

Lorry Parking Area – Improved
Management

Intervention Owner
KCC: as Highway Authority (with

Description

added responsibility for lorry parking
across county).

The short-stay, long-stay and overnight parking of HGVs on
the A296 creates a visually poor environment near the
gateway of the Ebbsfleet Garden City area.

Other Key Stakeholders
Highways England - as landowner,
and impact upon A2B-EJI scheme;
Local Business: that benefit from
lorry parking.

Improvements to this would include: the creation of better
visual/physical containment (kerbs, bollards, planting etc.),
improved signage and road markings; provision of litter bins;
the creation and enforcement of restrictions to deter parking
outside of permitted areas (i.e. confirmation of no parking on
the A2 on-slip hard shoulder as well as on the highway verges
by creation of a wider verge with deterrent kerbs/bollards) and
to limit waiting times (through improved signage and
enforcement); and enhanced maintenance of area (i.e. litter
picking, bin emptying).

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision
Whilst reflecting the objectives to visually improve the identity
of the Bean Triangle, it does not fully meet them as lorry
parking would remain.
If the measures listed above, once implemented, are not
successful in the better management of the parking, and in the
visual improvement of the area, removal of the lorry park would
be further considered.
Figure LP1-1 Existing condition of lorry parking area
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Figure LP1-2 extents of
lorry park along A296

Next Steps

- KCC to confirm approval to the scheme in
principle (including discussion on changes to
waiting restrictions, improved enforcement of
these, implications of construction and
maintenance and enforcement against flytipping);
- Commission outline design and indicative
costing work, consult stakeholders, amend
outline design and costing accordingly;
- Secure funding, commission detailed
design work and agree implementation.
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LI6 Accentuation and Reinforcement of the
Roman road with avenue planting along
Watling Street

Figure LI6-1 Existing form of Watling
Street past the Bean Triangle

Description
The visible importance of Watling Street as an ancient ridgetop
trackway through Kent has diminished with each element of
new infrastructure that has been added into the landscape.
Despite this, the old straight track on the north side of Bean
Triangle still exists and is most evident in the way is wraps
across, rather than cutting through or traversing around the
local topography. It however is also now threatened with
dilution by highway infrastructure works, such as the A2B-EJI
scheme, commercial development and new entrances.

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision

Intervention Owner
Ebbsfleet Development
Corporation
Other Key Stakeholders
KCC- as Highway and Archaeology
Authority;
HE - as landowner

Figure LI6-2 Impression of
potential avenue planting, fencing
and hedgerow along NCR- Rote 1

Reinforcement of Watling Street as a straight route through the
landscape, regardless of local topography, can be accentuated
relatively economically by tree planting. The planting would
also help mitigate visually adverse existing infrastructure, and
provide users of this stretch of the NCR 1 with a greater sense
of protection from the adjacent traffic.
The work would involve the implementation of a tree planting
scheme between Bean Lane and A2 along Watling Street,
including removal of palisade fencing at Eastern Quarry.
Species selection, precise location of trees within verge,
frequency of planting (that prevents a canyon effect that may
trap air pollution), and use of root barriers to protect adjacent
hard surfaces from root damage, added hedge planting to
maximise the opportunity for trapping air pollution particulates all to be considered in the design.

Figure LI6-3 Example
of avenue planting
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Next Steps

- Development of initial proposals for the tree
planting (in terms of species, density, initial
size, cost, etc.);
- Endorsement of proposals by HE & KCC;
- Discussions with KCC on expectations for
maintenance of the intervention (and the
value of the commuted sum for this);
- Discussions with KCC on implications for
tree planting in area where there may be
Roman and Palaeolithic potential.
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PC1

Eastern Quarry /A296 Watling Street
junction signalisation

Intervention Owner
Ebbsfleet Development
Corporation being able and willing

Description
Signalise the junction of A296 Watling Street - Eastern Quarry
access, incorporating priority signal controlled
pedestrian/cyclist crossings and improved lighting.

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision
This will provide increased accessibility for existing and newly
emerging communities to areas of employment and
commerce, by means of sustainable transport, whilst providing
them with increased recreational opportunities. In particular it
provides an improved pedestrian and cyclist crossing over
A296 Watling St. onto the Bean Triangle, in terms of safety
and ease of use - particularly for those heading to/from Bean
from Bluewater and the Eastern Quarry development.

Figure PC1-1
Location of
proposed
signalised
crossing

Cost could vary depending upon the extent of the
work deemed necessary: in terms of new surfacing,
improved drainage, better boundary treatments,
improved amenity facilities, appropriate cycle-design
measures (e.g. drop kerbs flush with road surfaces)
and planting to mitigate its visual impact etc.

to suggest to the Eastern Quarry
Developer that they bring forward the
design and implementation of the
junction works, and as approving
authority of potential design
proposals for the junction submitted
by the Eastern Quarry developer

Other Key Stakeholders
Eastern Quarry Developer - funding
for the design and implementation of
the junction design works form part of
their planning permission with EDC;
KCC - as highways authority;
HE- as landowner, and impact upon
A2B-EJI scheme

.

Next Steps

Figure PC1-2 existing
‘unsignalised’ junction,
and without crossing for
pedestrians and cyclists
over the A296
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- Discussions with Eastern Quarry developer
to see if the design and implementation of
this element can be brought forward in their
programme;
- Discussions with HE on use of land for this
purpose, and any impact on A2B-EJI
scheme; and
- Discussions with KCC on expectations for
junction's design detail, maintenance (and
the value of the commuted sum for this).
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PC2

Shared or segregated cycle / pedestrian
path along south side of A296 Watling
Street

Intervention Owner
HE- as landowner, and as part of DF
Scheme D;

Description

Ebbsfleet Development
Corporation being able and willing

Provide a lit, shared use or segregated (cycle and pedestrians)
track on the south side of A296 Watling Street, between the
B255 junction and Sandy Lane, upon land owned by HE.
Provide tighter kerb radii, cross-overs / drop kerbs at all
junctions / accesses along this route.

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision
This will provide increased accessibility for existing and newly
emerging communities to areas of employment and commerce
by means of sustainable transport, and will also provide these
communities with increased recreational opportunities. Forms
a joined-up link from Eastern Quarry to Sandy Lane and
beyond, and will deter the unsafe U-turning HGVs at and
around the café on Watling Street.

Allows for a 450m length, 3.0m wide hard surfaced
shared cycle/ pedestrian path (plus 1.5m wide verge)
with kerbs, and potential vehicle control measures (to
deter vehicles associated with existing businesses
driving across, or parking on it), appropriate cycledesign measures (e.g. drop kerbs flush with road
surfaces), signage, and lighting.

to suggest to the Eastern Quarry
Developer that they bring forward the
design and implementation of the
junction works, and as approving
authority of potential design
proposals for the junction submitted
by the Eastern Quarry developer.

Other Key Stakeholders
Eastern Quarry Developer - funding
for the design and implementation of
the route from the EQ junction to
Sandy Landforms part of their
planning permission with EDC;
KCC - as highways authority;
Local businesses - that currently
use the south side of A296 Watling

Next Steps
Figure PC2-1 Location
of proposed path
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- Discussions with Eastern Quarry developer
to explore bringing forward its design and
implementation in their programme, including
agreement as to whether the cycle track is
on north or south side of A296;
- Discussions with HE on use of land for this
purpose as part of their DF feasibility study;
- Discussions with local businesses upon
changes to their use of the roadside;
- Discussions with KCC on expectations for
path’s design detail, maintenance (and the
value of the commuted sum for this).
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PC8 Improve NCN Route 1 crossing at B255 /
A296 Watling Street roundabout

Intervention Owner
Highways England:

Description

forms part of A2B-EJI scheme

The current safety of pedestrians / cyclists (using NCN Route
1) crossing over the slip road on the northern arm of the
A296/B255 Watling Street roundabout is compromised by
restricted visibility, and high vehicle speeds. The current A2BEJI proposals (which are likely to retain this arm) do not show
any improvement to this situation. Therefore, the A2B-EJI
scheme needs amending to provide either a signalised
crossing with pedestrians and cyclists priority, or a new unsignalised crossing further north along the B255 where visibility
is better. A grade separated crossing (i.e. tunnel or bridge) has
been discounted due to lack of space and cost.

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision
This provides improved support for those using sustainable
means of transport for commuting, shopping or recreation.
Proposals must allow for appropriate cycle-design measures
(e.g. drop kerbs flush with road surfaces, and correct signage).

Figure PC8-1 View of existing crossing from north east

Other Key Stakeholders
KCC: as highways authority;
Sustrans: as cycling charity and
founder of the NCN.
Local Residents: with an interest in
linkages from the village/parish.

Figure PC8-2 National
Cycle Network Rout 1
through Kent

Figure PC8-3 Location of
B255 / A296 Watling Street
roundabout

Next Steps

- Confirmation that HE will include work
within the A2B-EJI scheme;
- Confirmation of KCC's endorsement of the
proposed works and responsibility for
maintenance; and
- Discussions with HE, KCC and local
community on their expectations for its
detailed design, and its maintenance (and
the value of the commuted sum for this).
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PC10 Signing for pedestrian / cycle routes
through the area

Intervention Owner
Highways England:

Description

forms part of A2B-EJI scheme

Provide improved signage for pedestrian and cycle routes
through the area, e.g. links to wider network, places of interest,
distances and time taken to these etc.

Other Key Stakeholders
KCC: as highways authority;
EDC: as they are preparing a
wayfinding strategy for the entire
Garden City;
Local Residents: with an interest in
linkages from the village/parish.
Sustrans - as contributor to signs
along the NCN

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision
Accurate and well-placed signage in sufficient quantities is
essential to support those using sustainable means of
transport for commuting, shopping or recreation.

Figure PC10-3 Current
signage by Watling Strreet
roundabout

Figure PC10-1 examples of
site-specific signage
strategies that help to unify
a disparate area

Next Steps

Figure PC10-2
example of
signage that
displays ‘time
taken’ information
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- Confirm with HE how consultation upon
detailed signage plans can be incorporated
into A2B-EJI;
- EDC to liaise / plan with EQ developer
regarding signage requirements
- Discussions with KCC to find out what their
current signage proposals are within their
PRoW and Highway improvement strategies;
- Discussions with EDC team preparing
wayfinding strategy;
- Engagement with HE and KCC during
detailed design stage of A2B-EJI scheme.
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PC13 Improve National Cycle Network Route 1

Intervention Owner
Highways England:

Description
Works that are necessary to improve the NCN Route 1 for
cyclists, pedestrians include: widening the shared use footway
/ cycle track on north side of A296 (between the Watling Street
roundabout and the A2 Ebbsfleet Junction) to current
standards, so that a segregated path is created, and provides
(between the Swanscombe Cutting Footbridge and the A2
Ebbsfleet Junction) a better barrier from traffic where there is
no verge.

forms bid award for DF Scheme H

Other Key Stakeholders
EDC: forms part of Eastern Quarry
planning agreement contributions;
KCC: as highways authority;
Sustrans: as cycling charity and
founder of the NCN.

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision
This provides improved support for those using sustainable
means of transport for commuting, shopping or recreation.
Figure PC13-1 View of existing un-segregated cycle
and pedestrian path along A296 Watling Street

Proposals must allow for appropriate cycle-design measures
(e.g. drop kerbs flush with road surfaces, and correct signage).
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Figure PC13-2 Location of
potential works to NCNR 1

Next Steps

- Confirmation that HE will investigate as part
of DF;
- Confirmation of KCC's endorsement of the
proposed works;
- Discussions with HE and KCC on
expectations for path's design detail, and its
maintenance (and the value of the
commuted sum for this);
- Identify elements of this intervention
already covered by Eastern Quarry planning
permission;
- Link this into the emerging Eastern Quarry
Development Cycling Strategy.
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HI2

Reduce speed limit on A296 to 40mph

Intervention Owner
Highways England:

Description
Reduce speed limit on A296 Watling Street to 40mph, from its
junction with B255 to a location around Sandy Lane. A296
Watling Street may be less trafficked as a result of the A2B-EJI
scheme. This intervention will help to facilitate the signalised
junction with controlled crossings at A296 Watling Street Eastern Quarry access and the potential Sandy Lane crossing,
and encourage more people to safely access the A2 from the
Ightham Cottages roundabout.

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision

forms part of A2B-EJI scheme

Other Key Stakeholders
KCC: as highways authority;
Local Businesses: that may benefit
from more pass-by trade should the
road be calmer, and easier to
traverse.
Figure HI2-2 Existing 60mph along A296 Watling Street

Lowering speeds would assist in the success of other
connectivity-related interventions, such as the proposed new
crossing over the A296.
Costs would involve consultation, Traffic Regulation Order and
safety Audit administration, new signage, and enforcement.

Figure H12-1-3 Stretch of A296 for potential speed reduction

Next Steps
Figure HI2-3 Suggested road speed reduction measures
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- Confirmation that HE will include work
within the A2B-EJI scheme;
- Confirmation of KCC's endorsement of the
proposed works and signalisation
requirements;
- Discussions with HE and KCC on their
expectations for the required Traffic
Regulation Order administration, signage
and maintenance (and the value of the
commuted sum for this) necessary to
achieve this change.
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PT2

Inclusion of bus stops along A296
Watling Street

Intervention Owner
Ebbsfleet Development
Corporation

Description
Creation of new bus stop(s) along east-bound carriageway of
A296 Watling Street to serve existing routes 483 and 700 that
currently use this road, to help further the general accessibility
of the Bean Triangle (to serve businesses and residential
properties) and allow other to use this as a staging point at the
start or beginning of journeys into the countryside beyond. In
particular it will provide the ability for less abled residents of
the Eastern Quarry development to reach the top of the slope
and continue recreational journeys onwards.

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision
Whilst it is accepted that bus users are likely to be few in
number to begin with, with an increase in population in this
area use is likely to grow. This will ensure potential exists for
increased bus usage improvements.
Cost would include creation of either an in-carriageway painted
box, or a dedicated layby within the existing lorry parking area,
plus associated bus stop flags, signage and road markings,
and shelters with real-time displays.

Other Key Stakeholders
KCC: as highways authority;
Arriva Bus Company: who operates
bus routes 483 & 700 that currently
use A296 Watling Street.

Figure PT2-1 Shelter,
layby and real-time
display

Figure PT2-2 Location plan of potential new bus stops
The bus stop(s) could be positioned on the east-bound
carriageway near to the junctions on to A296 Watling St. at
Eastern Quarry and Sandy Lane to promote maximum ease of
onward travel.

Next Steps

- Confirmation of KCC's endorsement of the
proposed works;
- Discussions with bus companies on
likelihood of providing these stops upon
existing routes, and maintaining them.
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BS1

Implement a A296 Watling St. Business
Frontage Improvement scheme

Intervention Owner
Ebbsfleet Development
Corporation:

Description
Instigate a scheme to visually improve the frontages of those
businesses that front A296 Watling St. (including: The Pallet
company (out of Merry Chest Cottage), Merry Chest Café, and
their parcel collection point, Forestall Timber, Sprint
Wholesale, Shine Time Car Wash, etc.).

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision
The intervention would engage the businesses / landowners
and foster a greater sense of pride and ownership in the wider
Triangle area, as well as improving the outward visual quality
of the Bean Triangle.
Business should be enthused to improve their frontage, in
order to increase the awareness of them amongst passers-by,
broaden appeal, and improve security.

Figure BS18 Forestall
Timber
frontage

Figure BS1-2 Albus
Environment
and Sprit
Wholesale
Storage
frontages

Other Key Stakeholders
KCC: as highways authority;
Local businesses - that currently
use the south side of A296 Watling
St. for staff/customer parking.

Figure BS1-3 Merry Chest Café
and Pallet Supply frontages

Other aspects of anti-social behaviour, such as lorry turning in
front of Merry Chest Cafe and fly tipping may halt/decrease as
a result.
Cost may vary depending upon size of frontage, but it would
generally involve formation of clearer hardstandings, parking
bays, planting to contain these, and improved boundary
features etc.
Proposals must allow for appropriate pedestrian/
cycle-design measures (associated with
intervention PC2) across entrances to (e.g. drop
kerbs flush with road surfaces, and correct
signage), and also respect for the particular
delivery, drop-off, and customer/staff parking
requirements of each business.

Next Steps

Figure BS1-4 Old Watling Street
Service Station frontage
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- Agreement within EDC to a suitable funding
mechanism to bring this intervention about;
- Discussions with local businesses;
- Discussions with KCC on works affecting
the Highway;
- Outline design and indicative costing (in
order to galvanise support for the works and
their delivery in the near future);
- Funds granted to businesses to undertake
work.
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4.1.7 B255 Bean Lane Improvements
A number of interventions have been identified B255 Bean
Lane, from Hope Cottages to A296. These are shown in
graphical form below and summarised on the following pages.

Eastern Quarry development

PT3
PT1
PC5
LI3
LI5

A2 North
Roundabout

PC7

PC6

The Thrift
Swanscombe
Cutting
Footbridge

Hope Cottages

Bean village
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LI3
Appropriate design of the A2B-EJI scheme
related planting, to help negate landscape, noise
and air impacts, enhance biodiversity and
integrate the scheme better into its setting

Intervention Owner
Highways England: as part of

Description

Other Key Stakeholders

There will be a planting scheme associated with the A2B-EJI
scheme which has the potential to maximise opportunities for
landscape, noise and air quality impact mitigation, as well as
assisting in biodiversity and sustainable urban drainage
enhancement. We would wish to explore how these
opportunities (such as hedge planting to maximise the
opportunity for trapping air pollution particulates) could be
maximised as HE develop their designs, and account be taken
for climate change in species selection.

A2B-EJI, as mitigation for works.

KCC- as Highway Authority;
Landowners - of adjacent land who
may be interested in off-site works
Figure LI3-1 New woodland and hedge planting

Figure LI3-2 Location of key areas of planned planting

In addition, there are a number views out across the river
Thames and across to Essex over the Bean Triangle whose
retention should be considered in the development of the
planting design.

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision
Improved integration of A2BEJI into the landscape of the
Triangle and its surrounds, and reduction in the impact of the
scheme as a whole is critical to the objectives of the project.
The cost of this item could vary considerably, as it is not yet
clear what degree of planting is proposed. Design
development could result in changes to planting extent,
species mix and the inclusion of habitat creation measures.
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Figure LI3-3 Habitat
enhancement

Figure LI3-4
Birch woodland
can help
mitigate air
pollution better
than other
species

Next Steps

- Discussions with HE regarding detail of
proposed works and potential enhancements
that could be made to these areas.
- Further engagement with HE during the
detailed design of the A2B-EJI scheme
regarding their proposals for embankments
and cuttings, their choices of vegetation type
and species.
- Identify views which it is important should
be retained.
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LI5
Provision of art work at the Ightham
Cottages roundabout, to help announce arrival
at the entrance to Ebbsfleet Garden City
Description
The A2B-EJI scheme provides an opportunity to establish a
recognisable and distinct visual element at a key arrival point
at the edge of Garden City and the Dartford urban area that
helps visitors identify the place, and instils a sense of pride in
those that live and work there. It may also help visitors
navigate to Bluewater. This could be located upon the
replacement signalised Ightham Cottages roundabout on the
north side of the new Bean Junction, and could be repeated on
the adjacent cutting and the Watling Street roundabout further
north. The piece could involve landform, sculpture, planting
and lighting, and potentially respond to the quarrying heritage
of the area.

Intervention Owner
Highways England: as part of
A2B-EJI, as mitigation for works

Other Key Stakeholders
KCC- as Highway Authority;
Bluewater – as a major attraction
that users of this junction will be
traversing.

Figure LI5-3 Examples
of potential art work

If a landform is considered this may help HE utilise surplus
spoil generated from the works. However, the presence of the
overhead electricity pylons may be a limiting factor.

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision
This reflects the objectives to visually improve the environment
of the Bean Triangle for vehicular, cycle and pedestrian users
of the A296, B255, Sandy Lane and A2, and reinforce the
rural-edge identity of the place, reducing the landscape impact
of the works as a whole.
The cost of this item could vary considerably, as it is not
certain what form the art work should take (i.e. this could
involve artificial landforms, sculptural pieces, etc.).
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Next Steps

- Further discussions with HE regarding
inclusion into design of the A2B-EJI scheme;
- Exploration of potential design ideas by HE
in co-ordination with EDC and other
stakeholders, such as Bluewater.
- Discussions with HE and KCC on expectations for the area's extra
maintenance (and the value of the
commuted sum for this).
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PC5 Improve the Proposed Pedestrian / Cyclist
Shared-use Path between A296 / B255 r/b, and
the A2 Bean r/b north

Figure PC5-2 Example
of pedestrian / cycle
path alongside road

Intervention Owner
Highways England:
forms part of A2B-EJI scheme

Description
Within the A2B-EJI proposals the proposed replacement
shared use footway / cycle track, from A296 Watling Street, at
its junction with B255, to the proposed new signal controlled
Ightham Cottages roundabout north of the A2, has been too
narrow designed, and in addition a verge between it and the
carriageway has not been included.

Other Key Stakeholders
KCC: as highways authority;
Local Residents: with an interest in
linkages from the village/parish.
DBC: as strategic planning authority
seeking to enhance and increase
green grid proposals.

There is a need to provide a widened path and a suitable
verge (with a barrier, if this isn’t possible) to ensure the safety
of cyclists and pedestrians, and improve the overall quality of
the journey, so encouraging greater sustainable movement.

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision
This provides improved support for those using sustainable
means of transport for commuting, shopping or recreation
Figure PC5-1 Location
of intervention area

Next Steps

Figure PC5-3 View
along B255 from
Ightham Cottages
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- Confirmation that HE will include work
within the A2B-EJI scheme;
- Confirmation of KCC's endorsement of the
proposed works and responsibility for
maintenance; and
- Discussions with HE, DBC, KCC and local
community on their expectations for its
detailed design, and its maintenance (and
the value of the commuted sum for this).
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PC6 Design of Pedestrian & Cyclist facilities
upon the Bridge over the A2 between Hope
Cottages & Ightham Cottages Roundabout
Description
The shared use footway / cycle track on either of the two A2BEJI bridges from Hope Cottages to the proposed new signal
controlled Ightham Cottages roundabout north of the A2,
appear to be too narrow (2.5m), it does not segregate these
users, and does not appear to provide suitable protection for
them from the carriageway (0.5m width space only and no
barrier). There is a need to provide a widened (and possibly
segregated) path and suitable barrier to improve the quality of
the journey, and the perception of safety, for cyclists and
pedestrians. The existing bridge will have three lanes of traffic
and the new bridge - two lanes.

Intervention Owner
Highways England:
Figure PC6-2 Example of
segregated pedestrian / cycle
path alongside road over bridge

forms part of A2B-EJI scheme

Other Key Stakeholders
KCC: as highways authority;
Local Residents: with an interest in
linkages from the village/parish.
DBC: as strategic planning authority
seeking to enhance and increase
green grid proposals.

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision
This provides improved support for those using sustainable
means of transport for commuting, shopping or recreation.

Proposals must allow for appropriate cycle-design measures
(e.g. drop kerbs flush with road surfaces, and correct signage).

Next Steps

Figure PC6-1 Location
of intervention area
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Figure PC6-3 View north
along B255 from crossing by
Hope Cottages

- Confirmation that HE will include work
within the A2B-EJI scheme;
- Confirmation of KCC's endorsement of the
proposed works and responsibility for
maintenance; and
- Discussions with HE, DBC, KCC and local
community on their expectations for its
detailed design, and its maintenance (and
the value of the commuted sum for this).
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PC7 Quality of pedestrian and cyclist route
over the new A2B-EJI signal controlled Ightham
Cottages roundabout north of the A2

Intervention Owner
Highways England:
forms part of A2B-EJI scheme

Description
The shared use footway / cycle track and crossing facilities
within the A2B-EJI proposals at or near the new signalcontrolled Ightham Cottages roundabout by the A2 requires
clarification by HE. The design of the final route and crossing
facilities should enable cyclists and pedestrians to pass
through the area in a safe, direct and controlled manner.
Foot/cycle paths should be suitably wide and attractive to
improve the quality of the journey, and the perception of safety,
for cyclists and pedestrians. Previous proposals suggested
pedestrians and cyclists would be directed to cross in multiple
stages over the Ightham Cottages roundabout. However, in the
Designated Funds bid document, HE states that the design is
to be developed to provide a signalised crossing on the new
A2 eastbound on-slip, near the current location of Ightham
Cottages. This amendment will help to provide a direct route
through this part of the scheme rather than take non-motorised
users on a longer route via the roundabout, as previously
planned.

Other Key Stakeholders
KCC: as highways authority;
Local Residents: with an interest in
linkages from the village/parish;
DBC: as strategic planning authority
seeking to enhance and increase
green grid proposals.

Figure PC7-1 Location of Bean
North Roundabout

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision
This provides improved support for those using sustainable
means of transport for commuting, shopping or recreation.

Proposals must allow for appropriate cycle-design measures
(e.g. drop kerbs flush with road surfaces, and correct signage).
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Next Steps

- Confirmation that HE will update the A2BEJI scheme as suggested in their DF bid;
- Confirmation of KCC's endorsement of the
proposed works and responsibility for
maintenance; and
- Discussions with HE, DBC, KCC and local
community on their expectations for its
detailed design, and its maintenance (and
the value of the commuted sum for this).
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PT1 Inclusion of the existing Ightham Cottages
bus stops within the A2B-EJI scheme, and
creation of a pedestrian crossing between them

Intervention Owner
Highways England:
forms part of A2B-EJI scheme

Description
The A2B-EJI must include the reinstatement of the existing bus
stops at Ightham Cottages on the B255 Bean Lane It would be
difficult to bring about a new bus stop in the future, if this one
was lost. Whilst it is accepted that the Cottages will no longer
exist following completion of the works, the stops provide a
resource for those wishing to access land outside of the built
up area, and those wishing to alight the Kings Ferry London
commuter coach service. In addition, there is a need for a safe
crossing between the two bus stops on either side of the road
as the north bound stop is not served by a footway.

Other Key Stakeholders
KCC: as highways authority;
Bus Companies:
Arriva (nos. 423 & 477)
Go-coach (no.433), and
The Kings Ferry (nos. 700, 719 &
720)

Figure PT1-4
Potential pedestrian
refuge crossing, real
time display and
shelter

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision
This retains and improves an existing amenity for those using
sustainable means of transport for commuting, shopping or
recreation. It also provides for greater flexibility in the land use
on and around the Bean Triangle in the future and helps retain
awareness of the area within the locality. The provision of a
crossing would provide safer access to the northbound stop.
Cost would include creation of either an in-carriageway painted
box, or a dedicated layby, plus associated bus stop flags,
signage and road markings, and a pedestrian refuge crossing.
Further provision of shelters and real-time displays would be
an improvement to the current resource.
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Figure PT1-2 Location of Existing
Ightham Cottages Bus Stop

Figure PT1-3 Existing Bus
services – Ightham
Cottages Bus Stop

Next Steps

- Confirmation that HE will include work
within the A2B-EJI scheme;
- Confirmation of KCC's endorsement of the
proposed works;
- Discussions with bus companies on
expectation of reinstating this provision.
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PT3

Retention, and visual and environmental
improvement of the Coach Stop Park-andRide facility

Intervention Owner
Landowner of the current car
park.

Description
The commuter coach routes (nos.700, 719 & 720) that stop at
the Ightham Cottages bus stops by the operator -The Kings
Ferry make use of the provision of a 'park and ride' car park
facility (which as a ‘lawful development certificate’). HE have
confirmed that this would not be affected by the A2B-EJI works
(the HE construction compound would be immediately
adjacent to this). Retention of existing facility is desirable as it
provides a valued link to London for the local community,
However, the visual and environmental integration of the Park
and Ride facility into the landscape of the Bean Triangle could
be improved by better planning of its entrance, boundaries and
internal space.

Other Key Stakeholders
KCC: as highways authority;
The Kings Ferry: as operator of the
coach route.

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision
The intervention would improve a highly visible corner of the
Triangle, but could lead to adverse environmental impacts.
Cost could vary depending upon the extent of the work
deemed necessary: in terms of new surfacing, improved
drainage, better vegetated and appropriately fenced boundary
treatments, improved amenity facilities, and planting to mitigate
its visual impact etc.
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Figure PT3-1 examples of park and ride
facilities in rural areas

Figure PT3-2
Location of
existing parkand-commute
car park

Next Steps

- Discussions with the landowner regarding
its continual use, and potential improvement.
- Identify funding mechanism for
implementation and maintenance of
improved facility.
- Check planning position and KCC
Highways position after A2B-EJI scheme is
implemented.
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4.1.8 Sandy Lane Improvements
The inventions proposed for Sandy Lane are shown in
graphical form below and summarised on the following pages.

Eastern Quarry development

PC3

A2 North
Roundabout
PC4
PC14

The Thrift
PC12

Swanscombe
Cutting
Footbridge

Hope Cottages

Bean village
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PC3 Improved cycle / pedestrian crossing of
A296 Watling St. at junction of Sandy Lane

Intervention Owner
Highways England: as part of
A2B-EJI, as compensation for the
reduction in the ease by which
pedestrians and cyclists can cross
the Bean junction north roundabout
as a result of the works. DF bid
funding awarded.

Description
Provide pedestrian and cyclist-priority signalised crossing and
kerb build outs / tightening of kerb radii at entrance to Sandy
Lane (particularly on its eastern side, but still allowing east and
west access on to A296) off A296 Watling St. in order to
narrow A296 to one lane for a short distance on the immediate
eastbound exit from this junction, thus reducing the crossing
distance across the A296 for pedestrians/cyclists travelling
between Sandy Lane and National Cycle Route (NCN) Route
1.

Other Key Stakeholders

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision
This will provide increased accessibility for existing and newly
emerging communities to areas of employment and commerce
by means of sustainable transport, whilst also providing these
communities with increased recreational opportunities.
Proposals must allow for appropriate cycle-design measures
(e.g. drop kerbs flush with road surfaces, lighting and correct
signage), and measures to deter blockages by parked vehicles
and fly-tipping etc.
Figure PC3-1 View from site of the proposed crossing

Figure PC3-2 Examples of rural crossings

Figure PC3-3 Location of the proposed crossing

KCC: as highways authority;
DBC: as strategic planning authority
seeking to enhance and increase
green grid proposals.
Local Businesses - (Merry Chest
Cafe, palette recycling company) that
currently use the south side of A296
Watling St. for staff/customer parking.
Local Residents - (Merry Chest
Cottage & Woodbine Cottage) that
use this road to access their property.
Others with an interest in linkages
from the village/parish.
Sustrans – links to NCR1

Next Steps

- Confirmation that HE will investigate as part
of DF;
- Confirmation of KCC's endorsement of the
proposed works and responsibility for
maintenance;
- Discussions with local businesses and
residents on potential changes; and
- Discussions with HE, DBC and KCC on
expectations for junction's design detail and
its maintenance (and the value of the
commuted sum for this).
- Consider EQ planning agreements.
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PC4 Upgrade Sandy Lane A2 Subway for
Pedestrians and Cyclists

Intervention Owner
Highways England: as part of

Description

A2B-EJI, as compensation for the
reduction in the ease by which
pedestrians and cyclists can cross
the Bean junction north roundabout
as a result of the works. DF bid
funding awarded.

Upgrade the currently unwelcoming existing underpass under
A2 in terms of lighting (including along Sandy Lane between
A296 and the subway), decoration (potential repainting, or
artwork on walls of underpass), provision of waymarking /
information (including improved signage, mapping of walking /
cycling connections to wider area, Bean Residents Association
Notice Board), signage (including warning to cyclists of low
head room).

Other Key Stakeholders

KCC: as highways authority;
Local Residents - (Merry Chest
Cottage & Woodbine Cottage) that
use this road to access their property.
And others with an interest in
linkages from the village/parish.

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision
This will provide increased accessibility for existing and newly
emerging communities to areas of employment and
commerce, by means of sustainable transport, whilst also
providing these communities with increased recreational
opportunities.
Figure PC4-2
Examples of
subway
improvements

Proposals must allow for appropriate cycle-design measures
(e.g. drop kerbs flush with road surfaces, lighting and correct
signage), and deterrents to prevent underpass and
roads/paths leading to it being blocked by parked vehicles
and/or fly-tipping, but ensure the turning area at the north
entrance is kept clear.

Next Steps
Figure PC4-1 Location
of Sandy Lane subway

Figure PC4-1 View of
existing subway from
the south
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- Confirmation that HE will investigate as part
of DF;
- Confirmation of KCC's endorsement of the
proposed works and responsibility for
maintenance; and
- Discussions with HE, KCC and local
community on their expectations for its
detailed design, and its maintenance (and
the value of the commuted sum for this).
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PC12 Improvements to Sandy Lane, south of A2
Description

Figure PC12-2 Sandy Lane existing condition

Improvement works to the condition and overall experience of
Sandy Lane from Bean village to A296 Watling Street for
pedestrians, cyclists & horse riders. This could include:
resurfacing, vegetation clearance (as the margins to the path
are very overgrown in places), improved drainage, additional
litter/dog bins; barriers to motorcycles, lighting, and CCTV to
deter fly tipping, and increased frequency of management /
maintenance.

Intervention Owner
Highways England:
forms part of A2B-EJI scheme. DF
bid funding awarded.

Other Key Stakeholders
KCC: as highways authority;
Local Residents and Landowners:
(in Page Close / School Lane, Bean)
that either have rights of access
along the lane, or whose properties
adjoin it access their property.
- interest in linkages from
village/parish.

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision
This provides improved support for those using sustainable
means of transport for commuting, shopping or recreation.

Proposals must allow for appropriate cycle-design measures
(e.g. drop kerbs flush with road surfaces, lighting and correct
signage), and deterrents to prevent underpass and
roads/paths leading to it being blocked by parked vehicles
and/or fly-tipping.

Figure PC12-1 Potential design ideas for Sandy Lane
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Figure PC12-3 Location of
B255 / A296 Watling Street
roundabout

Next Steps

- Confirmation that HE will investigate as part
of DF;
- Confirmation of KCC's endorsement of the
proposed works;
- Discussions with local residents and land
owners on their expectation for the lane; and
- Discussions with HE and KCC on
expectations for path's design detail, and its
maintenance (and the value of the
commuted sum for this).
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PC14 Improvement of the pedestrian / cycle /
horse-riding path on the south side of the A2
from Sandy Lane to Swanscombe Bridge

Intervention Owner
Highways England:
forms part of A2B-EJI scheme –
should tie in with bid funding awarded
for DF Scheme G.

Description
Reinstatement of the historic route alongside the A2 between
Sandy Lane to Swanscombe Bridge, to help form circular
recreational routes for pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders.

Other Key Stakeholders

Appropriateness to the Strategic Vision
This provides improved support for those using sustainable
means of transport for commuting, shopping or recreation, and
healthy trails. Note that Scheme G in the DF bid award will
investigate the route from Swanscombe Footbridge to
Ebbsfleet.

Figure PC14-1 View towards the embankment
upon the south side of the A2, between Sandy
Lane and Swanscombe Cutting Footbridge

KCC: as highways authority;
Private Landowner alongside A2:
DBC: as strategic planning authority
seeking to enhance and increase
green grid proposals.

Figure PC14-2 Extract from
Sustrans: Technical
Information Note No. 281

Proposals must allow for appropriate cycle-design measures
(e.g. drop kerbs flush with road surfaces, lighting and correct
signage).

Figure PC14-3 Location of path along south side of A2

Next Steps

- Confirmation that HE will include work
within the A2B-EJI scheme;
- Confirmation of KCC's endorsement of the
proposed works;
- Discussions with landowners
- Discussions with HE and KCC on
expectations for path's design detail, and its
maintenance (and the value of the
commuted sum for this).
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5 CONCLUSION
This Strategy has identified, described and graphically
portrayed a series of interventions that are considered to be:

• appropriate to the strategic objectives of the emerging
Ebbsfleet Garden City, and the partner organisations that
have engaged with the Strategy;
• feasible, in terms of being physically achievable by EDC of
the partner organisations that have engaged with the
Strategy, value for money, sustainable and maintainable;
and
• supported by the partner organisations that have engaged
with the Strategy, and likely to be supported by other
stakeholders and the general public
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Despite this, there remain a few factors have the limited the
development of the Strategy in certain areas. These include:
• the inaccessibility of large areas of the Bean Triangle;

As such, and in addition to those listed for each
intervention, the following key next-steps are
recommended:

• a lack of engagement with the majority of landowners within
the Strategy area, and the Eastern Quarry
landowner/developer; and

• Ongoing discussions with HE, leading up to the

• a lack of definite confirmation from partner organisations of
their agreement, in principle, to take on ownership for the
delivery and long-term maintenance of certain interventions.

• Ongoing discussions with other partner organisations

delivery of the A2B-EJI scheme to ensure all relevant
Strategy interventions are included within it;
regarding their ownership of Strategy interventions (or
ownership of the maintenance of them);

• Development of a mini ‘design-guide’ to assist HE in
the appropriate detailed design of those relevant
Strategy interventions included within the A2B-EJI
scheme;

• Arrangement of a meeting with the HE Programme

Mangers for the relevant ‘Designated Funds’ streams,
to ascertain the requirements of existing and potential
Partnership Project agreements with them;

• Preparation of preliminary design options and more

detailed costings for those relevant interventions not
included within the A2B-EJI scheme; and

• Engagement with DBC and the consultants preparing
the EDC wayfinding and signage and green corridor
planning strategies, so that relevant design
interventions are co-ordinated with their findings and
recommendations.
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Further Baseline Data
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Landscape / Townscape Character
Baseline Information
• National, County and local level Landscape Character
Assessments;

Strengths, Assets, &
Sensitivities

• Further engagement with designers of A2B-EJI scheme
through detailed design to ensure opportunities listed here
are taken, vistas are retained/enhanced, identity created,
species selection responds to climate change, and
elements such as noise barriers are appropriately design so
not to have an adverse visual impact.
1

It lacks a definition of being
either rural or urban.

•

The view along Watling street
is adversely dominated by
the broad road, municipal
verges, palisade security
fence, lorry parking, fly
tipping and overhead pylons.

The view from the
Swanscombe Cutting
Footbridge towards the Bean
Triangle contains central
London in the distance.

•

Presence of GI assets such
as Beacon Wood Country
Park (1km to the south),
Darenth Wood (0.5km to the
west), and Darenth Country
Park (1.5km to the west).

•

Evidence, albeit diminishing,
of the agricultural landscape
is visible to the south of the
Bean Triangle

Figure A1-1 LIDAR data for the Bean Triangle and surrounds

• KCC Archaeology has been approached regarding general
issues for the area, however further contact would be made
to discuss specific matters.

The more elevated areas
along Bean Lane command
occasional views across the
Bean Triangle towards the
emerging Garden City, to the
Thames Estuary and to
Essex beyond – provide
sense of valued place.

•

•

•

• Walkover survey of publicly accessible areas of the Bean
Triangle and its surrounds. - Engagement with those
developing public open space strategies for Ebbsfleet
Garden City, and the designers of the open space for the
Eastern Quarry development, in order to co-ordinate
proposals.

The area’s existing
landscape character is
adversely dominated by built
infrastructure (noise,
movement and built form of
the A2, A296, lorry parking,
overhead electricity cables
and pylons etc).

Relatively strong landscape
structure of woodland, tree
belts, scrub, and boundary
planting.

• Kent Design Guide;

Further Work Required

•

•

• Green Infrastructure studies at a regional and local level;

•

•

Weaknesses

•

Deterioration and
marginalisation of mixed
agricultural and orchard land
uses in the surrounding
areas.
The varied natural
topography across the site is
not exploited fully in terms of
visual mitigation of adverse
land uses.
The A2B-EJI scheme does
not exploit fully the gateway
potential of the Bean junction
– whilst different from the
Ebbsfleet junction, these are
just as important.

Opportunities
•

Create a distinctive
landforms or sculpture
associated with A2B-EJI
works to help establish
identity and a gateway to
Ebbsfleet Garden City along
this approach.

•

Promote the use of native
planting of local provenance,
and locally sourced materials
such as cleft chestnut rail
fencing for boundary
treatments.

•

Promote areas of sweet
chestnut coppice woodland
as part of mitigation for the
A2B-EJI works.

•

Encourage use of chalkland
grass seeding, and retention
of exposed chalk faces to
reinforce the underlying
geology.

•

Retain and create new vistas
out to surrounding areas.

•

Reinforce the significance of
Watling Street as a key route
though this area, and
improve its visual quality with
the planting of an avenue.

•

Use of spoil arising from the
A2B-EJI works for sculptural
– gateway defining landform.
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Movement
Baseline Information
• Dartford Borough Council: Core Strategy 2011,
complemented by the Development Policies Local Plan
2017;

Strengths, Assets, &
Sensitivities
•

Proximity of major
destinations Darenth Hospital,
Bluewater retail park,
Ebbsfleet International
Railway Station, Cyclo Park,
Greenhithe (within 3 miles)

•

All roads bounding the Bean
Triangle area are used by
buses: A296: Route 700 (no
bus stops); B255: Route 477
(single bus stop north and
south bound).

• Kent County Council: Local Transport Plan LTP 4 (20162031) Adopted August 2017;
• Highways England A2 Bean and Ebbsfleet junction
improvements: Consultation Material (April 2018);
• CrashMap.co.uk data
• Ebbsfleet Implementation Framework, 2017;
• Engagement with HE & KCC Transport Planning Officers.

Further Works

•

• Engagement Highways England through further design
stages of A2B-EJI scheme;
• Engagement with Kent County Council Highway Officers.

•

•

2

The Eastern Quarry planning
agreement enforces the
developer to provide a
signalised junction and
pedestrian and cycle crossing
over the A296, at the Quarry
entrance, and a link to Sandy
Lane.
National Cycle Network –
Route 1 (NCN-R1) uses the
verge on the northside of the
A296 past the Triangle providing access to a greater
network of cycle paths.
The Kingsferry coach
commuter service uses the
bus stops on the B255. A
park-and-ride car park (
formalised by a ‘lawful
development certificate’)
associated with this exists at
the north-west corner of the
Bean Triangle.

Weaknesses
•

Pedestrian and cycle access
to, from, through and past the
Bean Triangle is significantly
constrained by the presence
of major roads, high road
speeds, and lack of controlled
crossing points.

•

lack of bus stops along A296
Watling Street deter
sustainable means of
movement to and from the
local businesses upon the
Bean Triangle.

•

There are safety concerns
(visible on data collected on
crashmap.co.uk) associated
with vehicles undertaking uturns outside of the Merry
Chest Café.

•

The low soffit height and
general unattractiveness of
the Sandy Lane Subway is a
deterrent to pedestrian and
cycle users.

•

The parapet upon the
Swanscombe Cutting
Footbridge is below regulation
height.

•

Lorry parking upon the A296,
along the hatched white box
of the slip road towards the
A2 – adversely reduces
visibility.

•

Fly-tipping forms a barrier and
reduces attractiveness

Opportunities
•

Use improvements to the
user’' experience of Sandy
Lane, and its subway to
create stronger links between
Bean village, Bean Triangle,
and the emerging Eastern
Quarry development.

•

Widen the unsegregated,
shared pedestrian/cycle path
along the A296 (forming part
of the NCN-R1) up to
standard 3.0 metres.

•

Consider zebra crossing or
signals to improve safety at
roundabouts

•

Consider developing a shared
path on south side of A296 (=
Bean Triangle)

•

A dedicated overbridge/tunnel
at the Watling Street
Roundabout would allow
NMU to continue towards the
East (NCR 1)’s existing tunnel
underneath the B255. New
connection towards Bluewater
would complete the route.

•

Introduce bus stops to east
bound A296 to encourage
use by residents, local
business users, and Eastern
Quarry residents who find
traversing the cliff face path
difficult.

FINAL Report

Strengths, assets, &
sensitivities
•

•

Figure A1-2 Extract from Ebbsfleet
Implementation Framework
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The Framework promotes the
creation a ‘Primary
Greenroute Off-road Walking /
Cycling Route’ which emerges
at the Eastern Quarry
entrance onto A296 (see
extract).
The link along Sandy Lane
between Bean and A296 is
crucial, but the route needs
improving in terms of
accessibility, perceived safety,
and maintenance. In addition,
an improved crossing over
Watling Street is required.

Weaknesses
•

Lack of a formalised crossing
over B255 for users of the
NRN-R1. The crossing point is
particularly unsafe due to poor
visibility and lack of signals
and signage.

•

Lack of a crossing over the
B255 for pedestrians wishing
to access the northbound
Ightham Cottages bus stop.

•

Signage provision for cyclists
and pedestrians around the
Bean Triangle is insufficient to
reinforce the required modal
shift towards sustainable
transport

•

The footway that once ran
alongside the southern edge
of the A2 between Sandy
Lane and the Swanscombe
Cutting Footbridge, has
overtime been lost.

•

Lack of suitable pedestrian
and cycle access to Bluewater
from the south.

•

HE have not decided upon the
route for pedestrians and
cyclists across the Ightham
Cottages roundabout.

Opportunities
•

Any new or replacement bust
stops should be equipped with
shelters, dedicated route
information/real-time
information, and wide
footways leading to them

•

The planned additional bridge
over the A2 between Hope
Cottages and Ightham
Cottages as part of the A2BEJI scheme provides an
opportunity to provide
segregation for pedestrian and
cyclists from traffic along Bean
Lane.

•

A buffer between the
pedestrian footway and the
main vehicular carriageway
along 50mph roads is now a
recommended standard. This
should therefore be applied to
the redesign of Bean Lane
within the A2B-EJI scheme.

•

Development of an improved
signage strategy for this area
as part of the A2B-EJI
scheme.

•

Remove lorry parking on
proviso of alternative space
being provided, or limit impact
of existing lorry parking
through landscape design,
and management.

Fig
Imp
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Biodiversity
Baseline Information
• Kent and Medway Biological Records Centre information.
• Phase 1 Habitat Survey information collected by the
Arcadis team on behalf of HE as part of the Feasibility
Design Stage for the A2B-EJI scheme.

Strengths, Assets, &
Sensitivities
•

• Kent Biodiversity Action Plan

Further Works

•

• Walkover survey of the Bean Triangle – in particular the
two unnamed areas of Ancient Woodland.
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Two areas of unnamed
Ancient Woodland upon the
Bean Triangle (which formed
part of the Thrift prior to the
construction the current A2).
Diversity in the habitat of
surrounding areas, including:
Darenth Wood SSSI, and
Ancient Woodland 0.5km from
the western edge of the study
area; the chalk cliffs of the
Eastern Quarry 0.25km to the
north; and The Thrift Ancient
Woodland 0.25kn to the south.

•

Known protected species on
the Bean Triangle include
dormice and reptiles.

•

Some areas of semi-natural
Broadleaved woodland (to the
east and west of Watling
House, and a few areas of unimproved grassland (at
Brickearth). storm water
detention basin related to the
A2 just east of the Ightham
Cottages roundabout

Weaknesses
•

Lack of connectivity between
habitats either side of the A2,
and A296.

•

Potential damage being
caused to habitats upon the
Bean Triangle by existing land
uses associated with ground
contamination, ground
compaction, storage of
material within the canopies of
trees.

Opportunities
•

The intensity of maintenance
undertaken on the wide
northern verge of the A296
could be relaxed, so allowing
a more ecologically diverse,
longer grassland sward to
develop.

•

Explore the possibilities that
the proposed on-going
management regime for the
Highways estate could extend
to adjacent areas of Ancient
Woodland.

•

Promote creation / retention of
exposed chalk faces within
excavations / earthworks
associated with the A2B-EJI
scheme, to increase
biodiversity;

•

Encourage the creation of
wildflower chalkland as part of
A2B-EJI landscape
reinstatement.

•

Ensure tree and shrub species
specified as part of the A2BEJI works are compatible with
climate change.

FINAL Report

Hydrology & Drainage
Baseline Information
• Thameside Stage 1 Surface Water Management Plan, Final
Report, May 2013, Kent County Council.
• Information collected by the Arcadis team on behalf of HE
as part of the Feasibility Design Stage for the A2B-EJI
scheme, including data from the Environment Agency,
British Geological Society, and KCC (as Lead Local Flood
Authority).

Strengths, Assets, &
Sensitivities
•

Further Works
• Engage with the Lead Local Flood Authority, and other
statutory authorities regarding measures to prevent
groundwater contamination and improve surface flood water
management upon the premises of local businesses.
• Walkover survey of the Bean Triangle – to visually inspect
the current land-uses, and the number of un-named surface
water drains and ditches that are likely to receive local
drainage, with the view to working with local businesses
and landowners to improve sustainable levels of surface
water runoff, and eliminate the possibilities of groundwater
contamination.
• Further involvement with the design of the A2B-EJI scheme
through the detailed design stages to ensure opportunities
are taken for the inclusion of more sustainable surface
water drainage measures.
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•

Groundwater sensitivity is
recognised through the
presence of a source protection
zone. The Bean Triangle is
wholly within Zone 2 and
partially in an Inner Zone 1.
These zones are designated
around public water supply
abstractions and other sensitive
receptors and signal there are
particular risks to the
groundwater source they
protect.
The chalk bedrock underlying
the area is designated as a
principle aquifer. The southern
half of the Bean Triangle forms
part of the ‘secondary aquifer’,
whilst the northern half forms
part of the principal aquifer’

•

Existing attenuation / infiltration
ponds exist between Ightham
Cottages and Watling House
that form part of highway
surface water drainage system.

•

The underlying chalkland
geology determines a relatively
low risk of surface water
flooding.

Weaknesses
•

Some of the current landuses have the potential
contribute to groundwater
pollution, such as
automotive businesses,
storage areas, wood
treatment, and equine
livery.

•

Some of the current landuses have the potential to
contribute to surface water
flooding, by aiding ground
compaction and extensive
hard surfacing.

•

There is

Opportunities
•

Encourage the incorporation
of more sustainable surface
water drainage features within
the A2B-EJI scheme, such as
filter drains, scrapes, swales,
stoplogs, and vegetated
areas to slow down.

•

Encourage landowners and
businesses upon the Bean
Triangle to adopt more
sustainable methods of
surface water drainage, for
their own benefit

FINAL Report

Cultural Heritage
Baseline Information
• Data gathered by the Arcadis team on behalf of HE as part
of the Feasibility Design Stage for the A2B-EJI scheme
(including Historic Environmental Record data, and archival
research);
• Historic England National Heritage List data;
• Research in the Kent County Council Archives
• LIDAR Data;
• Engagement with statutory consultees at KCC and Historic
England.

Further Work
• Conduct a cultural heritage walkover study of the Bean
Triangle;
• Seek input from specialists in Quaternary geology /
Palaeolithic and industrial archaeology.
• KCC Archaeology has been approached regarding general
issues for the area, however further contact would be made
to discuss specific matters.
• Further involvement with the design of the A2B-EJI scheme
through the detailed design stages to ensure opportunities
are taken for the inclusion of more cultural heritage
interpretation.
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Air Quality
Baseline Information

Strengths, Assets, &
Sensitivities

• Data gathered by the Arcadis team on behalf of HE as part
of the Feasibility Design Stage for the A2B-EJI scheme

•

No known cultural heritage
designations within the Bean
Triangle area, but 5 within
1km, including the
Swanscombe Cutting
Footbridge- a Grade II listed
structure

•

The two known nondesignated heritage assets
upon the site are a Roman
pottery and Post-Medieval
Brickfield, at Brantons
Brickfield. In addition, the
current KCC Heritage maps
indicate the findspot of a
Palaeolithic hand Axe from
Stonewood Brickyard.

• Local authority monitoring data
• Defra pollution maps

Further work
• Further involvement with the design of the A2B-EJI scheme
through the detailed design stages to ensure any proposed
design changes do not adversely affect pollutant
concentrations or create new exposure to pollution where
air quality is poor (particularly where air quality fails to meet
national/EU thresholds) but instead promote aspects of air
filtration (by using particular tree species) and carbon
sequestration.

•
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Importance of the Roman
Road of Watling Street as a
major early trade and
communication rote from
Dover to London

•

Historic Environment
Records.

•

Ancient monuments to the
west.

Weaknesses
•

The deterioration of Sandy
Lane has diminished the
historic connections that up
to the mid-20th Century
existed between the historic
farmsteads around Bean and
the main east-west
thoroughfare of Watling
Street

•

Activity within the Bean
Triangle relating to clay,
chalk and sand quarrying,
and expansion of the light
industrial activity is likely to
have impacted upon the
survival of many potential
archaeological remains.

Opportunities
•

Bean Triangle has potential
for further archaeological
remains, particularly related
to Roman and paleolithic
activity associated with the
historic route of Watling St.,
and the area’s industrial
activity

•

Use species common to
Darenth Wood to reinforce
the presence of the wider
wooded area – such as Oak,
Birch and Hornbeam.

•

Emphasise the presence of
the of the Roman Road.

•

Enhancements that improve
the view from Swanscombe
Cutting Footbridge.

•

Increase connectivity with the
areas of richer cultural
heritage surrounding the
Bean Triangle, such as Bean
village, Darenth Wood,
Springhead Roman
settlement, Waterstone Park,

•

Contribute towards a new
signage / interpretation
strategy that emphasises the
local cultural heritage.

FINAL Report

Strengths, Assets, &
Sensitivities
•

The potential reduction in
pollutant concentrations along
A296 Watling Street that
would result from less traffic
using this road once the A2BEJI scheme is completed.

•

Slight improvement to the
pollutant concentrations at
Hope Cottages resulting from
the planned movement of the
A2 Hope Cottages
Roundabout further away
from them as part of the A2BEJI scheme.

•
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The current high proportion of
woodland cover on site helps
trap pollutants and
particulates and therefore
lessens the air pollution
impact upon other areas of
sensitive land-use (i.e. the
emerging residential areas of
the Eastern Quarry) beyond
the Bean Triangle.

Weaknesses

Opportunities

•

The Dartford Air Quality
Management Areas no 4 is
located at Bean Junction
where air pollutants are
exceeding the national
NO2air quality objectives and
EU air quality thresholds set
for the protection of human
health.

•

Use a combination of hedge
planting (at least 1.5-2.0m
high and 1.5m deep) closer to
the pollution source (the
roads) with dense tree
planting above and behind to
maximise the opportunity for
trapping particulates and
carbon sequestration.

•

The A2B-EJI scheme
proposes a removal in some
of the roadside vegetation,
particularly around the
eastern end of the Bean
Triangle.

•

Use native coniferous species
(such as Yew – Taxus
baccatta), and broadleaved
species such as Birch (Betula
pendula), Hornbeam
(Carpinus betulus) within the
species mixes of each to
maximise the opportunity for
trapping particulates.

FINAL Report

Noise
Baseline Information
• Data gathered by the Arcadis team on behalf of HE as part
of the Feasibility Design Stage for the A2B-EJI scheme

Strengths, Assets, &
Sensitivities
•

A2B-EJI scheme will move
the Hope Cottages
roundabout away from Hope
Cottages so improving the
level of noise pollution.

•

The A2B-EJI scheme
proposes use of ‘low-noisesurfacing’ to lessen impact
upon receptors either side of
A2.

Further work
• Further involvement with the design of the A2B-EJI scheme
through the detailed design stages to ensure any proposed
design changes do not adversely affect noise levels
currently experienced on the Bean Triangle.
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•

The A2B-EJI scheme will
reinstate and supplement the
existing environmental noise
barriers around the Bean
Junction.

•

The current high proportion of
woodland cover on site,
already helps to lessen noise
impact upon adjoining
sensitive areas i.e. the
emerging residential areas of
the Eastern Quarry.

Weaknesses
•

Parts of the Bean Triangle are
designated as part of a Defra
identified Noise Important
Area (where the 1% of the
population most affected by
road and rail noise reside).

•

The A2B-EJI scheme
proposes a removal in some
of the roadside vegetation,
particularly around the
eastern end of the Bean
Triangle.

Opportunities
•

Encourage the incorporation
of new environmental noise
barriers within the A2B-EJI
scheme where existing
vegetation is being removed,
and no barriers currently
exist.

•

Use a combination of hedge
planting (at least 1.5-2.0m
high and 1.5m deep) closer to
the pollution source (the
roads) with dense tree
planting above and behind to
maximise the opportunity for
noise abatement.

•

Implement environment noise
barriers and planting early on
in A2B-EJI work to help
mitigate the noise impact of
the construction works, and
ensure vegetation matures
quicker after completion.
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